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Disclaimer
This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for
the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed,
or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific
commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise does
not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States
Government or any agency thereof. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not
necessarily state or reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof.
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Executive Summary
With recent advances in battery chemistries and materials, Lithium-Ion batteries are expected to
replace Lead-Acid batteries in a variety of military vehicle applications. One of the main barriers for the
successful introduction of advanced Lithium-Ion batteries is a much higher cost which the small military
vehicle market itself cannot easily drive down. If however the use of the Lithium-Ion batteries can be
expanded to the much larger commercial vehicle sector, this would drive prices down and address the
cost issue. The U.S. Army Tank Automotive Research, Development and Engineering Center (TARDEC)
is particularly interested in expanding the market for Lithium-Ion NATO 6T batteries by developing dual
use opportunities of batteries that would meet the needs of both military and commercial fleets.
With funding from TARDEC, CALSTART worked with project partners to develop Lithium-Ion 6T
batteries that were installed into six Class 8 day cab truck tractors in in two regions (California and
Colorado) and operated in a real world commercial delivery application. Vehicle and battery data was
collected for a cumulative period of 21 months to assess the performance and reliability of Lithium-Ion
6T batteries in commercial vehicles. The goals of the project were to:





Demonstrate that Lithium-Ion 6T battery can be used as a replacement for Lead-Acid in a
commercial truck
Demonstrate that Lithium-Ion 6T battery can perform in a wide range of environmental and
operating conditions,
Collect real-world vehicle and battery data,
Understand the commercial vehicle battery market and identify ideal vehicle applications for
Lithium-Ion 6T battery implementations as well as barriers to their commercialization.

The project team consisted of TARDEC who provided funding for this project, CALSTART who
managed and coordinated the project and collected and analyzed in-use data, three battery suppliers
(Supplier A, Supplier B and Supplier C) who supplied Lithium-Ion 6T batteries and assisted with battery
installation and a commercial fleet who provided Class 8 truck tractors for battery installation and field
testing.
Batteries & Test Vehicles
While the NATO 6T form factor is the battery standard used in 95% of military ground vehicle
platforms, commercial vehicles generally use Group 31 form factor batteries (Table ES-1 provides a
comparison of the dimensions of the two form factors).
Table ES-1: NATO 6T and Group 31 specified dimensions
NATO 6T

Group 31
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One of the main differences between the NATO 6T and Group 31 formats is the physical
dimensions. In order to meet the commercial fleet cold cranking amps requirement of 3000A, three
Lithium-Ion 6T batteries were used in place of four Lead-Acid Group 31 batteries. Three Lithium-Ion 6T
batteries are significantly larger than four Lead-Acid Group 31 batteries as shown in (Figure ES-1).

Figure ES-1: Comparison of four Group 31 (at left) and three 6T (at right) batteries

The battery compartments in the existing trucks vary in terms of dimensions and location on the
vehicle. As a result, we found that only a limited number of vehicles can accommodate the NATO 6T format
as a replacement for Lead-Acid Group 31 batteries.
Working closely with the commercial fleet partner, a truck platform was selected with a battery
compartment suitable for the integration of three 6T batteries. Each battery supplier had to create a special
hold-down tray that could safely hold the three 6T batteries in the existing battery box. An example of holddown tray is shown in Figure ES-2 below.

Figure ES-2: Hold-down tray designed by Supplier C

In order to test the batteries under different climate and terrain conditions, the field testing of the
Li-ion batteries was conducted in Southern California, representative of a “hot / mountainous region”
and in Colorado, representative of a “cold / mountainous region”. In each region three trucks were
equipped with 6T Li-ion batteries; one per battery supplier. The trucks were also instrumented with
data loggers to collect vehicle and battery performance during the field testing and were returned to
fleet for normal operation.
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Performance Evaluation
Vehicle and battery data was collected using ISAAC Instruments data recorders connected to the
vehicle CAN bus and the battery management systems to collect vehicle and battery parameters. Each
truck was instrumented for a period of up to 6 months. Vehicle and battery reliability as well as battery
supplier resource availability impacted the period of performance evaluation. Figure ES-3 below
summarizes the performance evaluation schedule.

Figure ES-3: Lithium-Ion 6T battery performance evaluation schedule

All six trucks operated for a total of 328 days, representing 2,195 hours of engine operation. The
Lithium-Ion 6T batteries successfully started the trucks 8,699 times, an average of 26 times per day in
operation. The six trucks covered more than 88,400 miles over Arizona, California, Colorado, Kansas,
Nevada, New Mexico and Utah and at an average driving speed of about 39 MPH (Table ES-2)
Table ES-2: Summary of data collection results
Recorded Days

328 days

Engine Time

2,195 hours

Cranking Events

8,699 times

Distance Travelled

88,476 miles

Fuel Consumed

14,248 gallons

Average Fuel Economy

6.2 MPG

Average Driving Speed

39.0 MPH

Min. Ambient Temperature

-26.8°C on February 5th, 2014 in Colorado

Max. Ambient Temperature

+45.6°C on September 9th, 2013 in California

The trucks were used in pick-up and delivery operation and/or line-haul operation. Pick-up and
delivery operation is characterized by lower average driving speeds and higher number of stops, which
uses starter batteries more, while line-haul operation is characterized by higher average driving speeds
and lower number of stops. Pick-up and delivery operation generally means more driving on urban roads
at non-highway speeds, while line-haul means mostly driving on highways.
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Below are the main findings from the performance evaluation:






Batteries from each supplier worked well as engine starter batteries for commercial Class 8 day
cab truck tractors.
The truck application selected for this project was characterized by 15-30 average daily starts not very demanding in energy or power that the Lithium-Ion 6T batteries easily met.
The Lithium-Ion 6T batteries operated without any major issues in ambient temperature ranging
from -26.8°C to +45.6°C. Batteries from one supplier required a short warm-up period on very
cold days.
Two suppliers had minor issues broadcasting some parameters for recording.
Data collection was stopped early on 2 trucks due to mechanical issues as the initiating cause of
faults:
o In one case the battery management issues prevented the batteries from resetting after
a short circuit caused by a disconnected cable forced the batteries into safe mode.
o In another case the batteries were depleted to a low state of charge caused by repeated
cranking events and were not able to reset themselves for proper functionality.

A direct comparison between battery suppliers is difficult because each supplier installed Lithium-Ion
6T batteries on trucks that were slightly different (mileage, model year, etc.) and each was operated in
different routes (pick-up and delivery and/or line-haul) and under different weather. However, we
observed several differences and similarities between the suppliers:


Variations in State of charge (SOC) over time were the most significant differences between
battery suppliers. Supplier C maintained tight control of SOC, Supplier B was moderate, while
Supplier A had high variation. Figure ES-4 below shows typical state of charge variations for the
three batteries in the Supplier A California truck.

Figure ES-4: State of Charge on January 7, 2014 for Supplier A truck in California



Cell temperatures were very different between the 3 battery suppliers. All battery suppliers
installed internal cell heaters, but the heating system was deactivated for the batteries provided
by Supplier B. Figure ES-6 below shows the cell heaters warming up the cells of Supplier A
batteries in about 10 minutes from below 0°C to about 10°C.
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Figure ES-6: Ambient & battery temperatures on December 5, 2013 for Supplier A truck in CO



A decrease in state of charge was observed for each battery supplier when the vehicle was not
in use (over the weekend for instance). Figure 28-5 below shows that the batteries state of
charge for Supplier C batteries dropped roughly 60% while the vehicle was not in use for over
5 days f. The decrease in state of charge was a result of the battery electronics consuming
energy when the batteries are in sleep mode.

Figure ES-5: State of Charge on January 24th and 30th, 2014 for Supplier C truck in California



Voltage and capacity testing after the field service from one battery supplier indicate the
batteries could be expected to last at least 4-5 years in the warm temperature climate. Results
showed that colder temperatures negatively impact battery life due to cell heater power
consumption.
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Potential Applications of Lithium-Ion 6T Batteries in Commercial Trucks
Lithium-Ion 6T batteries could be used in a wide variety of commercial truck applications. However,
the ideal implementation platform would need to meet one or more of the following requirements:
 The market size is significant enough,
 Trucks consume significant quantity of fuel for vehicle accessories and/or idle for long periods of
time,
 Customers are willing to pay a premium for battery reliability.
We looked at 4 specific truck applications for Lithium-Ion 6T batteries that could meet these
requirements: a) engine starter, b) hotel loads – idle reduction, c) ePTO – engine start / stop, and d)
hydraulic-electric lift gate.
Engine Starter
Although Lithium-Ion 6T batteries show potential for longer life and increased reliability compared
to conventional lead-acid batteries, engine starter operation for Class 8 day cab and sleeper cab truck
tractors were not considered as ideal applications for this technology. The current price of Lithium-Ion
batteries compared to Lead-Acid, coupled with the difficult integration of the NATO 6T format into
existing commercial vehicles are the two major barriers for Lithium-Ion 6T batteries. However, certain
customers may be willing to purchase more expensive starter batteries for their improved reliability.
The engine starter application remains a very large market as every commercial truck uses starter
batteries. To guarantee a better access to this market, the technology used in Lithium-Ion 6T batteries
could be repackaged into Group 31 batteries. These Lithium-Ion Group 31 batteries could easily replace
current Lead-Acid Group 31 batteries, without the integration issues experienced in this project. While
not directly using Lithium-Ion 6T batteries, this commercialization pathway, by using the same
technology, could ultimately lower prices for Lithium-Ion 6T batteries.
Hotel loads - Idle Reduction
Using Lithium-Ion 6T batteries to power vehicle loads or hotel loads, whether by replacing
conventional Lead-Acid batteries or being integrated in power devices for auxiliary accessories (such as
battery air conditioning), could show a good potential for fuel use and emissions reduction and quieter
operation. An immediate application could be to replace current Lead-Acid starter batteries with
Lithium-Ion 6T batteries on a Class 8 day cab truck tractor with high vehicle accessory usage or on a
Class 8 sleeper cab truck tractor. The Lithium-Ion 6T batteries would be used to power vehicle loads in
addition to starting the engine. As for engine starter batteries, the technology used in Lithium-Ion 6T
batteries could be repackaged into Group 31 batteries to facilitate battery integration.
ePTO - Engine Start / Stop
Integrating Lithium-Ion 6T batteries within ePTO systems for work / utility trucks or engine start /
stop systems for various commercial vehicles could also show a good potential for fuel use and
emissions reduction and quieter operation. However, ePTO and engine Start / Stop systems are still
relatively new to the work / utility truck market and the integration of Lithium-Ion 6T batteries may be
complex for immediate application.
Hydraulic-Electric Lift-Gate
This dual-purpose application could be very interesting due to the deep-cycling, consistent energy
draw of the lift-gate and demanding drive-cycle of the Class 7 box truck. Direct replacement with 6T
batteries could be feasible in a smaller battery compartment on Class 7 vehicles because of the
decreased starter requirement in the downsized engine
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Summary and Conclusions
The goals of this project were to apply recent advances in Lithium-Ion based battery materials to
develop 6T form-factor military-vehicle batteries with significantly improved power and energy densities
while establishing a more stable battery supplier base. This project was successful in achieving the
following tasks:


Demonstrating that Lithium-Ion 6T battery can physically fit inside the battery compartment of a Class 8
commercial truck.
We found that the NATO 6T format can fit into existing commercial trucks with modifications to
the battery box.


Demonstrating that Lithium-Ion 6T battery can start a Class 8 commercial truck in a wide range of
environmental and operating conditions.
We demonstrated that batteries from all suppliers worked well as engine starter batteries for
commercial Class 8 day cab truck tractors. The Lithium-Ion 6T batteries successfully started the test
trucks 8,699 times, an average of 26 times per day in operation. They also operated without any major
issues in ambient temperatures ranging from -26.8°C and +45.6°C.
 Collecting real-world vehicle and battery data.
We collected a total of 328 days of real-world vehicle and battery data, representing 2,195 hours of
engine operation from six Class 8 day cab truck tractors. The six test trucks covered more than 88,400
miles combined over Arizona, California, Colorado, Kansas, Nevada, New Mexico and Utah.


Understanding the commercial vehicle battery market and identifying ideal Lithium-Ion 6T battery
implementations as well as barriers to their commercialization.
We found that commercial fleets are interested in batteries that are more reliable and last longer
than current Lead-Acid Group 31 batteries. While Lithium-Ion 6T batteries work well as engine starter
batteries for commercial Class 8 day cab truck tractors, we determined that, unless customers are
willing to pay a premium for battery reliability, engine starter batteries may not be the best application
because of high costs and limited return on investment.
As a next step and an immediate follow-up to this project we believe commercialization pathways
should be explored that target trucks using considerable fuel to power accessories and/or idle for long
periods of time. In particular, current Lead-Acid starter batteries could be replaced with Lithium-Ion 6T
batteries on a Class 8 day cab truck tractor with high vehicle accessory usage or on a Class 8 sleeper
cab truck tractor. The Lithium-Ion 6T batteries would be used to power vehicle loads in addition to
starting the engine.
Lastly, commercialization pathways that repackage Lithium-Ion 6T battery technology into Group 31
format should be explored in order to enable easier access to the large commercial truck engine starter
battery market. In addition, Battery suppliers should determine if the successful introduction of LithiumIon Group 31 batteries to the commercial vehicle market can provide cost reduction to Lithium-Ion 6T
batteries for the military market.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The use of Lead-Acid batteries as energy storage devices has widespread use in the commercial and
military vehicle sector. Their low cost and reliable operation under different environmental conditions
make them an attractive choice in a variety of applications. However, advanced battery chemistries and
materials, specifically Lithium-Ion based materials, have increased power and energy densities, are much
lighter in weight and have longer lifecycles. They can replace Lead-Acid batteries in a variety of vehicle
applications.
These are important advantages with practical implications which have led the military to pursue
development and testing of 24V Lithium-Ion batteries in the common NATO 6T form factor. One of the
main barriers of advanced Lithium-Ion batteries is their high cost.. If the use of these Lithium-Ion
batteries can be expanded to the commercial sector, this would drive prices down and address the cost
issue. For this reason, the U.S. Army Tank Automotive Research, Development and Engineering Center
(TARDEC) is particularly interested in expanding the market for Lithium-Ion NATO 6T form-factor
military batteries by developing dual use opportunities of batteries that would meet the needs of both
military and commercial sector.

1.1

Military Market Drivers

Batteries are used extensively in the military to power ever increasing electrical power loads as
newer technologies emerge across a number of vehicle platforms: engine start and hybridization,
accessory loads such as robotics, lighting, survivability, and silent watch. These technologies require
batteries with higher power and energy density which also have longer lifecycles and reduced
maintenance and battery replacement costs. This motivated the development and implementation of
Lithium-Ion batteries.
The NATO 6T form factor is the battery standard used in 95% of military ground vehicle platforms.
Any improvements in the technology would have widespread impact. TARDEC has developed
Generation 1 Lithium-Ion 6T batteries that are designed to directly replace currently used Lead-Acid
batteries. The benefits include reduced weight and volume—through the use of fewer batteries, reduced
logistics, increased cycle life, and advanced battery management systems (BMS) with state of charge and
state of health indicators.
The cost differential between the Lead-Acid and the new Lithium-Ion is a challenge. Current cost of
Lead-Acid 6T batteries is about $300 per kWh while the cost of Lithium-Ion Generation 1 6T batteries
ranges from $2000 to $5000 per kWh. The target price for the Lithium-Ion 6T batteries is about $500
per kWh.
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Commercial Market Drivers

Commercial fleets are consistently seeking ways to improve their battery specification and reduce
impact on operations. Interviews with these fleets highlighted the following characteristics of an ideal
battery (in comparison to their standard Lead-Acid units):






1.3

More reliable starting in harsh environments,
More environmentally friendly (in case of leaks or accidents),
Increased lifecycle up to the useful lifetime of the vehicle (8 to 10 years),
Improved performance with the capability to support start/stop, increased engine off operations
and power hotel loads,
Weight reduction.

Goals of the Project

The goals of this project are to apply recent advances in Lithium-Ion based battery materials to
develop 6T form-factor military-vehicle batteries with significantly improved power and energy densities
while establishing a more stable battery supplier base. The project focuses on the development of
military 6T form factor Lithium-Ion battery packs and their performance evaluation in commercial
trucks. This is the first time that Lithium-Ion 6T batteries are field tested in commercial trucks.
Specifically, we focused on:





1.4

Demonstrating that Lithium-Ion 6T battery can physically fit inside the battery compartment of a
Class 8 commercial truck,
Demonstrating that Lithium-Ion 6T battery can start a Class 8 commercial truck in a wide range
of environmental and operating conditions,
Collecting real-world vehicle and battery data,
Understanding the commercial vehicle battery market and identifying ideal vehicle applications
for Lithium-Ion 6T battery implementations as well as barriers to their commercialization.

Test Plan

For this project, CALSTART secured a major North American commercial fleet, which provided
vehicles and resources for starter battery integration and field testing. One project requirement was to
conduct this field testing in different climates and terrains. A “hot / mountainous region” in San
Bernardino, CA and a “cold / mountainous region” in Henderson, CO were selected for this purpose.
Three different Lithium-Ion battery suppliers were tasked with providing batteries and assisting with
integration in commercial vehicles, which were instrumented in each of the different geographic regions
to obtain data in a wide range of environmental and operating conditions. These vehicles were selected
based on compatibility of the 6T form factor battery with the existing vehicle battery compartment.
Data logging equipment was installed on each vehicle to collect battery parameters from each individual
battery management system and telematics from the vehicle CAN bus. Each vehicle was intended to be
instrumented for six months. The full data collection test plan is provided in Appendix A.
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Project Timeline

The following list highlights the key milestones of this project, beginning with the fleet and vehicle
selection and ending with the delivery of this report.


January / February 2013 – Identification of locations and vehicles for integration and field
testing.



August / September 2013 – Integration of new batteries into three vehicles for hot /
mountainous region test with assistance from battery suppliers’ technicians and fleet
maintenance personnel.



September 2013 – Start of data collection activity in hot / mountainous region.



November 2013 – Integration of new batteries into two vehicles for cold / mountainous
region test with assistance from battery suppliers’ technicians and fleet maintenance personnel.



November 2013 – Start of data collection activity in cold / mountainous region.



February 2014 – Integration of new batteries into one final vehicle for cold / mountainous
region test with assistance from battery suppliers’ technicians and fleet maintenance personnel.



March / April 2014 – End of data collection activity. CALSTART staff and battery suppliers’
technicians remove the Lithium-Ion batteries and data collection equipment and bring the
vehicles to their original states.



July 2014 – Final project report includes information on battery and vehicle performance and
suggestions for ideal implementations and future work.
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Project Team

The project team consisted of the following partners:

The U.S. Army Tank and Automotive Research, Design and
Engineering Center provided funding for this project, including a grant to
purchase the Lithium-Ion 6T batteries from each of the three suppliers.

CALSTART administered, managed and coordinated the project for
TARDEC. In addition, CALSTART collected and analyzed in-use data from all
the instrumented Class 8 trucks with Lithium-Ion 6T batteries on-board.

EaglePicher Technologies provided Lithium-Ion 6T batteries and assisted
with the battery installation in two Class 8 commercial vehicles. In addition,
EaglePicher provided technical support and expertise to the project.

Navitas Systems provided Lithium-Ion 6T batteries and assisted with battery
installation in two Class 8 commercial vehicles. In addition, Navitas provided
technical support and expertise to the project.

SAFT provided Lithium-Ion 6T batteries and assisted with battery installation in
two Class 8 commercial vehicles. In addition, SAFT provided technical support
and expertise to the project.
A commercial fleet provided three Class 8 tractors each in San Bernardino,
CA and Henderson, CO for battery installation and field testing. The fleet also
provided technical support and expertise to the project during installation and
troubleshooting.
Since the goal of the project was to assess the performance of Lithium-Ion 6T batteries in a
commercial truck application, we decided to identify each battery supplier by a generic name: Supplier
A, Supplier B and Supplier C, instead of using the actual name of the battery supplier.
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Battery Description &

Test

Vehicle

This section discusses the Lithium-Ion 6T batteries that replaced the standard Lead-Acid units in the
fleet vehicles during field testing. Each supplier had slightly different technologies, which are also detailed.
The test vehicle selection was conducted using stringent physical dimension criteria for the battery
compartment, dictated by the unique NATO 6T format. These test vehicles were then temporarily
modified to ensure safe and secure placement of the Lithium-Ion 6T batteries in the existing battery
compartment.

2.1

NATO 6T Batteries

Each of the three battery suppliers built six 12V 6T batteries for testing on commercial vehicles. The
suppliers built their individual 6T batteries to the specifications outlined in Military Specification MILPRF-32143B1, summarized in Table 1 below.
Table 1: NATO 6T Battery Specifications
Battery Metric

Value

Minimum Reserve Capacity (Minutes)

230 min

Minimum Ampere Hours (20-hour Rate)

120 Ah

Nominal System Voltage

12V

Capacity
Discharge rate and time 7.2V
@ -18°C
@ -40°C
Retention of charge @ 40°C
Reserve capacity after 90 days
Operating Temperature Range

120Ah @ 1C

Storage Temperature Range

1100A for 30 sec pulse
400A for 30 sec
200 minutes
-20°C to 60°C
-46°C to 71°C

The commercial vehicle sector targeted in this project uses a standard Lead-Acid battery known as
Group 31 in nearly all of its vehicles, regardless of make or model. This standard is primarily size-based
and therefore dictates the physical dimensions and on-board placement of the vehicle battery
compartment. Since the 6T batteries were replacing Group 31 units on the test vehicles, it was
imperative that we fully understand the sizing considerations of this industry standard. The dimension
specification of 6T and Group 31 are listed in

1

For more information, please see: http://www.everyspec.com/MIL-PRF/MIL-PRF-030000-79999/download.php?spec=MIL-PRF32143B.037624.PDF.
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Table 2: NATO 6T and Group 31 specified dimensions
NATO 6T

Group 31

Maximum Length (mm)

286

330.2

Maximum Width (mm)

269

170.7

Maximum Height (mm)

230

239.7

Terminal Post

Straight Threaded

Tapered Threaded/Unthreaded

As noted in
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Table 2, the terminal posts are different between these two batteries; Group 31 employs straight
threaded posts whereas the 6T posts are tapered. Additionally, 6T post threading is not specified so
while Suppliers B and C did not use any threading, Supplier A did. As a result, terminal post attachments
were distinct between suppliers. This is explained more fully in Section 3.4.
The three suppliers use different cell chemistries and battery management systems (BMS) which
control the operating procedures for each individual battery pack such as pack charging and cell heater
activation. The cell chemistry and the configuration for each supplier is provided below.

2.1.1 Supplier A
Supplier A employed, Lithium-Iron Phosphate cells connected in a 13-parallel, 4-series configuration
for a total of 52 cells per pack. Internal pack heaters are programmed to activate whenever the truck
ignition switch is on and the battery temperature is sensed below 5°C, remaining powered until the
battery warms to 5°C or above. If the cells reach temperatures below 5°C, charging is inhibited.
Discharging can be attempted down to approximately -20°C though there is a noticeable decrease in
power at these lower temperatures.
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2.1.2 Supplier B
Supplier B also employed Lithium-Iron Phosphate-based cells wired in a 4-series, 6-parallel
configuration for a total of 24 cells per pack. By avoiding metal oxide chemistries this pack deprives the
battery of excess oxygen, significantly diminishing any fire hazards. Supplier B batteries are optimized for
operation between 0°C and 50°C; at higher temperatures the life of the battery is degraded faster than
usual and at lower temperatures less power is available. Though these batteries do have internal heaters
installed, they do not currently have any activation controls or threshold temperatures specified because
Supplier B believed the heat generated by the cells themselves would keep the pack sufficiently war
during testing.

2.1.3 Supplier C
Supplier C used Nickel Cobalt Aluminum Lithium-Ion cells wired in a 7-parallel, 3-series
configuration for a total of 21 cells per pack. This chemistry was selected for its high power capability,
long lifetime and excellent low temperature performance. The effects from extended exposure to
elevated temperatures are similar to other battery chemistries in which battery lifetime is reduced
below Supplier C’s projected 20 years during normal operation at 35°C or below. The battery charging
algorithm defined in the BMS will attempt recharge anytime charging voltage is detected and the cells are
not fully charged. The internal pack heaters are engaged automatically depending upon the temperature
and will warm the pack to an optimum temperature for prolonged cell life.

2.2

Fleet Locations

CALSTART identified a commercial fleet to conduct the field testing. This fleet is one of the market
leaders in providing for-hire freight services. With more than 20,000 motorized vehicles in its ground
fleet and approximately 355 service centers across North America, this fleet was an ideal partner for
the project. Each battery supplier integrated the batteries into trucks operating within two regions of
operations as described in Table 3 below.
Table 3: Test Vehicles Allocated from Fleet Locations
Battery Supplier

Hot/Mountain

Cold/Mountain

Total

Supplier A

1 truck

1 truck

2 trucks

Supplier B

1 truck

1 truck

2 trucks

Supplier C

1 truck

1 truck

2 trucks

Total

3 trucks

3 trucks

6 trucks

After discussions with the fleet, the San Bernardino, CA service center was selected as the hot and
mountainous location and the Henderson, CO service center as the cold and mountainous location. The
purpose of the two test regions was to ensure a performance evaluation across a wide range of
environmental and operating conditions.
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Test Vehicle Selection

The selected fleet uses the same Class 8 day-cab truck tractor specification nationwide, though it
purchases a variety of different makes and models. For their starter systems the trucks use four 12V
Lead-Acid Group 31 batteries. The amperage rating for the industry-standard Group 31 battery is quite
variable, ranging anywhere from 700 to 1000 Cold Cranking Amps (CCA). The partner fleet standard
uses four Group 31 batteries, for a minimum starter system capability of 3000 CCA. This system was
replaced with three 6T batteries per vehicle to provide the same minimum starter system capability.
Since the 6T batteries are essentially cube-like, they required more flexible battery compartment
space even though there was one fewer unit than the standard setup (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Comparison of four Group 31 (at left) and three 6T (at right) batteries

Several truck tractor models were investigated at the San Bernardino service center to determine
which battery compartment could fit the three-6T battery configuration shown in Figure 1. We
discovered that, while each battery compartment is made for four Group 31 batteries, the interior
dimensions and on-board placement vary dramatically throughout the fleet. Four main battery
compartment configurations were identified at the San Bernardino service center, and are depicted in
the following subsections.

2.3.1 Battery Box Configuration #1
The first configuration held the batteries in a four-wide layout that was far too narrow to fit three
6T batteries (Figure 2). This particular battery compartment was widely used in a variety of truck model
years, eliminating a sizable portion of the fleet vehicles for the project.

Figure 2: Four-wide battery layout in compartment under driver-side steps
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2.3.2 Battery Box Configuration #2
The second battery compartment configuration housed the batteries between the frame rails behind
the cab (Figure 3). While the outer dimensions of this battery compartment indicated a possibility of
housing the three 6T batteries, the semi-circular driveshaft cutout through the center of the
compartment eliminated this option.

Figure 3: Four-battery layout shown with semi-circular longitudinal cut-out in center of battery box

2.3.3 Battery Box Configuration #3
The third battery compartment was found on newer models, and housed the four Group 31
batteries in a box hanging off the driver’s-side frame rail, behind the cab (Figure 4). This configuration
was a very efficient use of space as it positioned all four batteries directly against one another with no
free room in between units. However it was not long enough to fit three 6T batteries.

Figure 4: Battery box configuration #3 located behind cab and adjacent to diesel fuel tank
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2.3.4 Battery Configuration #4
The fourth configuration was very similar to Battery Configuration #1 however the battery box was
wide enough to accommodate three 6T batteries (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Four-wide battery layout with sufficient usable space for three 6T batteries

Figure 5 above depicts the battery box from this vehicle; the dimensions in the diagram were
essentially the “usable” space in the compartment, avoiding rivets and bolts jutting into the compartment
at the corners. The vehicle characteristics of the selected truck are listed below in Table 4.
Table 4: 2006/07 Kenworth T800B specifications
Vehicle Characteristics

Description

Chassis Manufacturer / Model / Model Year
Engine Manufacturer / Model
Power Rating
Torque Rating
Drive Line
Transmission
GVWR
Alternator

Kenworth / T800B / 2006 & 2007
Cummins / ISX 450 L6, 14.9L
450 hp
1,650 lbs.-ft. @1,200 rpm
4x2
Eaton-Fuller 10 speed FR15210B
34,700 lbs
PACCAR D27-6001-0130P

Voltage / Current

12V / 130A
Interstate 31-LHD
99 Ah

Batteries
Capacity
Cold Cranking

4 x 750 CCA (3000 CCA)
Group 31 (L = 12 ¾ in.,
W = 7 ¾ in., H = 8.5 in.)
~200

Dimensions
Cycle Life (J-2185 Cycles)
Weight

59 lbs.

Price
Battery Compartment / Location
Battery Replacement Interval
Vehicle Electronics

~$100 and Includes disposal/recycling costs
38 in. x 34 in. / Below cab
Checked and cleaned every 36,000 miles
Changed when failing / 3 to 5 years on average
Minimum voltage required 12.3V

Cable Size Gauge

Dynacraft Flex HD: 4/0, 2/0, 1/0
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Battery Hold-Down Tray

The fiberglass bar and 12-inch metal bolts used to hold the four Group 31 batteries in place (see
Figure 6) were not usable for the three 6T battery installations, so battery compartment dimensions and
photos were provided to each supplier to assist with the design of a hold-down tray that could safely
hold the three 6T batteries in the existing battery box. The existing battery compartment hardware is
shown below in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Existing hold-down bar and bolts in battery compartment

This was an unplanned addition to the scope of work for both CALSTART and the battery suppliers,
and the prototype designs that follow represent a quick response to fill a need—rather than what any
final commercial integration might look like. In fact these designs indicate that further implementation of
the 6T format would require some amount of reconfiguration of the battery compartment.
Per the partner fleet requirements no permanent changes were allowed on the vehicles, thus the
battery suppliers had to use the pre-existing holes in the compartment floor to mount their trays. There
were a handful of obstacles to work around, including electrical panels and protruding rivets on the
compartment walls. The compartment floor contained two metal straps with attachment bolts for the
air-tanks below the compartment. In each supplier design, the hold-down tray was attached to the
compartment floor via the four pre-existing holes originally used by the Group 31 12-inch bolts, shown
in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Mock-up of the interior of the battery compartment (provided by Supplier B)
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Supplier A used a solid steel hold-down tray with bumper guards around the outside edges to hold
the batteries in place. To overcome the metal straps they employed two stand-off blocks on either side
(long-edge) of the tray that effectively raised the entire apparatus above the straps and attachment bolts.
Individual bars for each battery along with the same 12-inch bolts used for the original Group 31 holddown hardware bolted into the tray as shown in Figure 8 below.

Figure 8: Hold-down tray designed by Supplier A

Supplier B employed a corrugated-steel baseplate as the hold-down tray, which fit neatly over the
protruding attachment bolts on the metal straps. They used S-shaped straps with bolts pre-attached on
the back set of straps to fit into the battery handle holes, and front straps that would be bolted into the
tray itself upon placement of the batteries (Figure 9).

Figure 9: Hold-down tray designed by Supplier B
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Supplier C designed a similar hold-down tray to Supplier A, using a sturdy metal base with stand-offs
to attain the clearance height needed to overcome the air-tank attachment bolts. Each of the six vertical
posts was removable from the tray, though the back set of three were attached prior to placement in
the vehicle. A single piece of composite material was used to hold down all three batteries, and was
initially attached to all six vertical posts—installation requirements modified this approach by removing
the center-back section (Figure 10).

Figure 10: Hold-down tray designed by Supplier C
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Chapter 3: Installation of 6T Batteries and Data
Logging System
This section describes the five main steps of the Lithium-Ion 6T battery and data logger installation.
Beginning with existing battery removal from the test vehicle, the battery compartment was then
temporarily modified to secure the replacement 6T batteries. Then the data logger equipment and
cabling were installed and vehicle power cables were connected to the appropriate battery terminals.
Finally, the battery and data logger systems were tested and troubleshot before the test vehicle was
released back to the fleet for normal operation.

3.1

Existing Battery Removal and Hold-Down Tray Placement

The battery installation began by recording the alternator voltage with the existing Lead-Acid
batteries in the vehicle and the engine on (Figure 11). This measurement was taken to compare with the
Lithium-Ion system and to ensure full functionality of the vehicle once it was installed. Then the four
Lead-Acid batteries were disconnected from the vehicle power cables and removed from the battery
compartment by a fleet mechanic (Figure 12).

Figure 11: Reading the alternator voltage (14.22V) at start-up with a voltmeter

Figure 12: The existing Group 31 Lead-Acid batteries below the driver’s-side steps
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Next, the supplier-designed hold-down tray was bolted down to the four existing bolt holes in the
battery compartment (Figure 13).

Figure 13: The hold-down tray designs from Suppliers B (left) and Supplier C (right)

After securing the hold-down tray to the compartment floor, each supplier also placed a rubberized
mat between the battery and the tray to increase adherence and absorb vibrations.

3.2

6T Battery Placement and CAN Line Routing

The three Lithium-Ion batteries were then placed on top of the hold-down tray and bolted down
(Figure 14).

Figure 14: Supplier A personnel installing one of their 6T batteries (left) and three 6T batteries
from Supplier B with hold-down straps in place

Simultaneously to this battery installation work, a mechanic was routing two CAN signal wires from
the battery compartment to the vehicle cab via an empty plug in the engine firewall to later connect the
data logger to the batteries BMS (Figure 15).
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Figure 15: CAN lines routed through engine compartment and empty plug in engine firewall

3.3

Data Logger Installation

CALSTART then installed all data logger equipment and cables. Where possible, we placed the data
logger behind the driver seat and ran cables beneath the kick-plate, attaching the GPS transceiver and
antenna on the top left corner of the dashboard and locking the J1939 plug in place to the left of the
parking brake (Figure 16). In some cases the kick-plate screws were completely stripped, forcing the
data logger and all cables to be routed and bundled behind the dashboard. Prior to collecting in-use data,
all vehicles were tested on a short run to check that the data recorders functioned properly and that no
data collection equipment interfered with driver operation.

Figure 16: Location of the date collection equipment

Information regarding parameters collected from both the vehicle and the battery management
systems from each supplier are detailed in Section 4.1.
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Power Harness and Communication Cable Connections

The battery suppliers then connected the power harnesses to the appropriate terminals and vehicle
power cables to the nearest appropriate battery terminal. Heat-shrink wrap or electrical tape was
placed on the ring terminals of open-ended vehicle power cables that had been used in the four-battery
Lead-Acid setup. Figure 17 and Figure 18 below show the different techniques for attaching vehicle
power cable ring terminals and power harnesses to individual battery posts.

Figure 17: 6T communication port connectors and CAN signal wires from Supplier A

Figure 18: Post clamp hardware (from left) from Supplier A, Supplier B and Supplier C

Figure 18 shows how Supplier A used vertical terminal post extensions to fit more rings on the 6T
post. Supplier B used a clamp for the actual terminal post with an attached nut and bolt fixture for
holding additional rings. Supplier C also used a clamp (not shown) with four threaded bolt holes and
bolts to connect any additional rings.
The battery management system communication connectors were locked into place and all signals
were routed from each battery into one CAN HI and one CAN LO wire that led to the data logger. All
three battery suppliers used the same communication port connectors, which reduced integration time
with the data logging system in later installations.

3.5

Testing and Troubleshooting

To verify proper functionality of the vehicle, tests were conducted after the batteries and the data
logging equipment were installed. These tests occurred both immediately following installation and an
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hour later after the vehicle had sat outside to acclimate with the ambient temperature. The vehicle was
left key on with lights and air condition running for ten minutes then cranked yet again. Finally, the
vehicle was driven around the facility yard to ensure it was ready for release back into fleet operations.
The data sheet used to record this test data is provided in Appendix A.
Power Cable Rigidness and Hold-Down Adjustment
Due to the overall age and specific starter system design of the test vehicles for the Group 31
battery format, there were a handful of battery-related challenges during the installations. On more than
one occasion a bolt hole in the compartment floor was stripped, either making removal of the existing
Lead-Acid batteries or installation of the hold-down tray much more difficult. Age also played a role in
the rigidness of the vehicle power cables in the battery compartment, which necessitated fleet assistance
and resources in cutting out a small portion of the top piece of hold-down hardware for Supplier C,
detailed in Figure 10.
Reversed CAN Signal Wires
Messages from the battery management system were not being received during Supplier B’s first
installation due to an incorrect pin-out between the supplier-provided CAN HI/LO connector and the
ISAAC Instruments IDN cable. Ultimately it was discovered that the CAN lines in the 9-pin D-sub
female connector from Supplier B were reversed in the ISAAC Instruments male connector, an error
that was fixed with a pin-reverser cable (Figure 19).

Figure 19: Pin-reverser cable provided by Supplier B

Vehicle Starter and Cab Power Diversion
Another issue which was discovered during the first installation involved the number of vehicle
power cables entering the battery compartment. Initially it was unclear whether all the ring terminals
from the existing power cables needed to be connected to the new 6T power harnesses, this presented
itself by the vehicle supporting cab power but not turning the engine on. Eventually the mechanic
assisting with the installation was able to diagnose the issue and explain that all power cables entering
the battery compartment needed to be part of the power harness, as shown in Figure 20.
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Figure 20: 6T battery wiring diagram showing two sets of positive and negative cables

Unprotected Powered Cable Joints
When completing all the necessary power connections ensuring clean cable management was key.
For Supplier A, a hot joint was not adequately secured and sparked when it came in contact with the
metal compartment lid. The short-term solution involved electrical tape for protecting all hot joints; the
long-term solution included heat-shrink wrap for open terminals and conductive extensions on each
battery terminal to allow for a simpler connection scheme with all the vehicle power cables.
Elevated Alternator Bus Voltage
There was an additional problem with an elevated alternator voltage dial that only presented itself
with Supplier C. When at high-idle or driving around the yard the over-voltage alarm would light up on
the voltage gauge, which is an indicator for drivers to bring the vehicle into the maintenance shop.
During the first installation, after tightening all vehicle power cable connections in the battery
compartment to rule-out voltage spikes from an inconsistent connection, the voltage gauge in the cab
was replaced and ultimately unplugged. The issue essentially went unresolved when the fleet manager
was assured that the slightly elevated voltage did not affect the vehicle performance—which was proven
during multiple test drives around the San Bernardino yard.
In an effort to provide a long-term solution, Supplier C suggested wiring multiple capacitors across
the battery harnesses to filter out any possible AC ripple voltage being generated by the BMS. It was
possible that the AC ripple was creating fluctuations in the converted AC voltage from the alternator to
the DC voltage employed by the engine computer. This would explain the elevated alternator bus
voltage reported by the batteries and the over-voltage alarm on the voltage gauge. For the installation in
Henderson, CO Supplier C employed an off-the-shelf capacitor wired directly into the battery circuit,
effectively filtering out this AC ripple (Figure 21). Removing the AC ripple decreased voltage fluctuations
in the alternator bus, as evidenced by the lack of overvoltage alarms on the voltage gauge at high-idle
and during yard tests.

Figure 21: Capacitor used by Supplier C to resolve elevated alternator voltage issue
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Chapter 4: Performance Evaluation
4.1

Methodology

Vehicle and battery data were collected using ISAAC Instruments data recorders connected to the
vehicle CAN bus and the battery management systems. Table 5 describes the specifications of the data
loggers that were used for this project.
Table 5: ISAAC Instruments DRU900 specifications
Manufacturer

ISAAC Instruments

Model

Sampling rate

DRU900
3 internal accelerometers ±2G or ±6G
Recorder temperature
Recorder voltage
2x CAN 2.0a/b
(SAE-J1939, SAE-J1979, ISO15765, OBD-II)
1x SAE-J1708/SAE-J1587
3x COM ports
(Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, Cellular, Ethernet, 900 MHz)
1x USB
Up to 4 kHz on all external inputs

Memory size

512 MB (4 GB option)

Memory backup
Operating
temperature

All data is protected in case of power loss

Internal sensors

Communication ports

Enclosure

-40°C to +85°C
IP65 Black Anodized Aluminum
10 x 11 x 2.5 (cm)

The data recorders were mounted behind the driver’s seat, with the cables and connectors running
behind the seat and under the sill plate to reach the truck J1939 outlet and through the firewall to reach
the Lithium-Ion 6T batteries. In addition, a GPS receiver with integrated antenna and a cellular network
transceiver were mounted on the lower left corner of the windshield (see section 3.2 & 3.3). Table 6
below presents the vehicle parameters that were collected from each vehicle.
Table 6: Collected vehicle parameters
Parameter
Time
GPS Altitude
GPS Speed
Accelerator Pedal Position
Drivers Demand Engine Percent Torque
Actual Engine Percent Torque
Engine Speed
Engine Demand Percent Torque
Transmission Current Gear
Engine Coolant Temp
Parking Brake Switch
Wheel Based Vehicle Speed
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Units
Seconds
m
km/h
%
%
%
RPM
%
°C
km/h
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l/h
°C
-

In addition to vehicle parameters, the data loggers were configured to collect data from the battery
management systems of each 6T battery. Each supplier provided a proprietary message identification
document to create the proper addressing of battery parameters. A large number of battery parameters
were collected from each battery, but only a limited number were analyzed to evaluate battery
performance. The additional parameters were collected for diagnostic and troubleshooting purposes.
Table 7 below presents the battery parameters that were analyzed from each vehicle equipped with
Lithium-Ion 6T batteries from Supplier A.
Table 7: Analyzed battery parameters for Supplier A
Parameter (Supplier A)
Minimum Cell Voltage
Maximum Cell Voltage
Total Voltage
Average Cell Temperature
Total Current
Estimated State of Charge

Units
V
V
V
°C
A
%

Table 8 below presents the battery parameters that were analyzed from each vehicle equipped with
Lithium-Ion 6T batteries from Supplier B.
Table 8: Analyzed battery parameters for Supplier B
Parameter (Supplier B)
Cell Temperature
Battery Pack Current
Battery Pack Voltage
State of Charge
Cell Voltage (Cells #1 / #2 / #3 / #4)

Units
°C
A
V
%
V

Table 9 below presents the battery parameters that were analyzed from each vehicle equipped with
Lithium-Ion 6T batteries from Supplier C.
Table 9: Analyzed battery parameters for Supplier C
Parameter (Supplier C)
Cell #1 / #2 / #3 State of Charge
Cell #1 / #2 / #3 Voltage
Battery Current High
Battery Current Low
Cell #1 / #2 Temperature
Measured Vehicle Bus Voltage Terminals
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%
V
A
A
°C
V
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The data recorders were set to start recording when the engine started and stop recording when
the engine stopped. A handful of battery parameters, including voltage and current were recorded at a
10 Hz sampling rate for the first 30 seconds after the engine started in order to obtain higher fidelity
data during engine cranking. After 30 seconds, data recording was switched to collect all vehicle and
battery parameters at a 1 Hz sampling rate. For each engine start/stop sequence, a file was created and
stored in the data recorder.
Although the ISAAC Instruments data recorders were able to store a large amount of data in their
internal memory, cellular network transceivers were used to regularly transfer data from the truck
remotely. Using the ISAAC Instruments Analyzer V9 software, the data files were converted to .csv files
for further analysis.
Each truck was instrumented for a period of up to 6 months. Vehicle and battery reliability as well as
battery supplier resource availability impacted the period of performance evaluation. Figure 22 below
summarizes the performance evaluation schedule.

Figure 22: Lithium-Ion 6T battery performance evaluation schedule

The above timeline shows when each of the six vehicles was installed with Lithium-Ion 6T batteries
and instrumented with a data logger. The legend indicates which vehicles were domiciled in the
California and Colorado service centers as well as any issues they encountered during the
demonstration. Section 4.2 reports in more detail the issues that occurred throughout the performance
evaluation period.
For more information about the performance evaluation test plan, please see Appendix A.
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Results & Discussions

Table 10 below summarizes the data collected on the six trucks operating in California and
Colorado.
Table 10: Summary of data collection results
Recorded Days

328 days

Engine Time

2,195 hours

Cranking Events

8,699 times

Distance Travelled

88,476 miles

Fuel Consumed

14,248 gallons

Average Fuel Economy

6.2 MPG

Average Driving Speed

39.0 MPH

Min. Ambient Temperature

-26.8°C on February 5th, 2014 in Colorado

Max. Ambient Temperature

+45.6°C on September 9th, 2013 in California

All six trucks operated for a total of 328 days, representing 2,195 hours of engine operation. The
Lithium-Ion 6T batteries successfully started the trucks 8,699 times, an average of 26 times per day in
operation. The six trucks covered more than 88,400 miles over Arizona, California, Colorado, Kansas,
Nevada, New Mexico and Utah and at an average driving speed of about 39 MPH.
The trucks were used in pick-up and delivery operation and/or line-haul operation. Pick-up and
delivery operation is characterized by lower average driving speeds and higher number of stops, which
uses starter batteries more, while line-haul operation is characterized by higher average driving speeds
and lower number of stops. Pick-up and delivery operation generally means more driving on urban roads
at non-highway speeds, while line-haul means mostly driving on highways.
Throughout the nine months of data collection, the six trucks operated under a wide variety of
weather and climate conditions. For instance, the maximum recorded ambient temperature during truck
operation was 45.6°C on September 9th, 2013 in California and the minimum recorded ambient
temperature during truck operation was -26.8°C on February 5th, 2014 in Colorado.
The following sections detail truck and battery performance of each truck. Data collection and
vehicle issues are also discussed.
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4.2.1 Hot / Mountainous Region
4.2.1.1 Supplier A
Battery & data logger installation:

August 27, 2013

Data collection issues:

 Limited battery cell level parameters were available for
recording.
 Battery total current parameter could not be collected
due to communication issues between the battery
management system and the ISAAC data logger.

Vehicle issues:

No reported issues.

Battery & data logger removal:

March 3, 2014

Vehicle operation:
Table 11 below summarizes the vehicle operation data for the truck equipped with 6T batteries
from Supplier A and operating in California.
Table 11: Summary of vehicle operation data for Supplier A truck in California
Recorded
Days

Cranking Events

Distance
Travelled

Fuel Economy

98

2,559
(avg. 26 starts/day)

18,607 miles

6.9 MPG

Min. Ambient
Temperature
-16.3°C
(12/6/2013)

Max. Ambient
Temperature
+45.6°C
(9/9/2013)

This truck was mostly used for pick-up and delivery operation, with some line-haul operation and
drove through a wide variety of weather and climate conditions. For instance, the maximum recorded
ambient temperature during truck operation was 45.6°C on September 9th, 2013 in California and the
minimum recorded ambient temperature during truck operation was -16.3°C on February 5th, 2014 also
in California.
Battery performance:
Table 12 below summarizes the battery performance data for the truck equipped with Lithium-Ion
6T batteries from Supplier A and operating in California.
Table 12: Summary of battery performance data for Supplier A truck in California
Avg. Battery
SOC
Battery 1
Battery 2
Battery 3

81%
min 63%
max 88%
81%
min 62%
max 88%
81%
min 63%
max 89%

Avg. Delta
SOC

Min. / Max.
Cell Voltage

Avg. Battery
Voltage

Min. Cell
Temperature

Max. Cell
Temperature

+63% / -55%

3.32V / 3.65V

14.04V

5°C
(12/9/2013)

+51°C
(9/4/2013)

+65% / -56%

3.30V / 3.67V

14.01V

7°C
(12/9/2013)

+53°C
(9/4/2013)

+68% / -58%

3.31V / 3.67V

14.03V

7°C
(12/9/2013)

+51°C
(9/4/2013)
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The average state of charge of the three Lithium-Ion 6T batteries was 81%. Ideal integration of these
batteries would require an alternator with higher current output than the 12V / 130A unit on the test
vehicle. By consistently remaining below 14.6V, the alternator bus voltage could never fully charge these
batteries.
Supplier A batteries experienced large variations of state of charge as shown in Figure 23. The
decrease in state of charge was particularly noticeable when the vehicle was not in use. The BMS
continuously draws approximately 60mA from the batteries contributing to the drop in state of charge.

Figure 23: State of Charge on January 7, 2014 for Supplier A truck in California

Supplier A batteries operated at moderate to high temperatures (from 5°C to 53°C). Figure 24
below shows average cell temperature rising to over 50°C during a day of operation.

Figure 24: Battery and ambient temperatures on September 4, 2013 for Supplier A truck in CA

Please note that the batteries were equipped with cell heaters that allowed them to operate at
optimum temperatures for Lithium-Ion batteries. The cell heaters were used when the cell temperature
went below 5°C.
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4.2.1.2 Supplier B
Battery & data logger installation:

August 13, 2013

Data collection issues:

 The battery management system provided battery pack
current with a wrong offset.
 The issue with the 9-pin D-sub connector described in
section 3.5 prevented data collection until September 25,
2013. The truck operated normally with Lithium-Ion 6T
batteries from August 13 to September 25, 2013 although
no data was collected.

Vehicle issues:

 The vehicle was forced out of service on October 9, 2013
due to a leaking head gasket. After the repair was
completed, the batteries were not reconnected properly.
One unconnected battery cable created a short circuit
that forced the batteries into safe mode. A battery
management software issue prevented resetting the
batteries to return to their normal state. The
performance evaluation had to be stopped and the
batteries removed.

Battery & data logger removal:

December 5, 2013

Vehicle operation:
Table 13 below summarizes the vehicle operation data for the truck equipped with Lithium-Ion 6T
batteries from Supplier B and operating in California.
Table 13: Summary of vehicle operation data for Supplier B truck in California
Recorded
Days

Cranking Events

Distance
Travelled

Fuel Economy

9

196
(avg. 22 starts/day)

2530 miles

6.9 MPG

Min. Ambient
Temperature
-10.9°C
(11/26/2013)

Max. Ambient
Temperature
+37.1°C
(09/30/2013)

This truck was mostly used for pick-up and delivery operation, with some line-haul operation and
drove through a wide variety of weather and climate conditions. For instance, the maximum recorded
ambient temperature during truck operation was 37.1°C on September 30th, 2013 in California and the
minimum recorded ambient temperature during truck operation was -10.9°C on November 26th, 2013
also in Arizona.
Battery performance:
Table 14 below summarizes the battery performance data for the truck equipped with Lithium-Ion
6T batteries from Supplier B and operating in California.
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Table 14: Summary of battery performance data for Supplier B truck in California
Avg. Battery
SOC2
Battery 1
Battery 2
Battery 3

53%
min 46%
max 67%
53%
min 46%
max 67%
54%
min 47%
max 67%

Avg. Delta
SOC

Min. / Max.
Cell Voltage

Avg.
Battery
Voltage

Min. Cell
Temperature

Max. Cell
Temperature

+21% / -21%

3.33V / 3.56V

14.01V

16°C
(11/26/2013)

+36°C
(multiple days)

+20% / -20%

3.33V / 3.57V

14.01V

17°C
(11/26/2013)

+37°C
(09/27/2013)

+20% / -18%

3.34V / 3.55V

14.01V

16°C
(11/26/2013)

+36°C
(multiple days)

The average state of charge of the three batteries was 53%. It is important to note that due to a
battery management system software issue, the battery state of charge was reset to 50% when the
batteries went into sleep mode (no CAN traffic or no current draw). Thus, the 53% average state of
charge value is a “virtual” state of charge that is not representative of the actual battery state of charge.
For this testing, Supplier B determined that the batteries would always stay close to 100% state of
charge.
The batteries experienced small variations of state of charge as shown in Figure 25. In addition, the
batteries showed a small decrease in state of charge while the vehicle was not in use (over the weekend
for instance).

Figure 25: State of Charge on October 2, 2013 for Supplier B truck in California

Supplier B batteries operated at moderate temperatures (from 16°C to 37°C). Note that the
batteries were equipped with internal heaters that were however disabled by Supplier B not anticipating
the need to heat the battery cells. Although ambient temperatures reached -10.9°C on November 26th,
2013, the heat generated during battery operation was sufficient to maintain cell temperatures above
16°C during the evaluation period (Figure 26).

Figure 26: Battery and ambient temperatures on November 26, 2013 for Supplier B truck in CA
2

The average state of charge value is a “virtual” state of charge that may not be representative of the actual battery state of charge.
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4.2.1.3 Supplier C
Battery & data logger installation:

September 24, 2013

Data collection issues:

 Remote data transfer issues led to the loss of data for a
few days of operation.

Vehicle issues:

 The vehicle suffered a minor mechanical issue on January
27, 2014.

Battery & data logger removal:

February 4, 2014

Vehicle operation:
Table 15 below summarizes the vehicle operation data for the truck equipped with Lithium-Ion 6T
batteries from Supplier C and operating in California.
Table 15: Summary of vehicle operation data for Supplier C truck in California
Recorded
Days

Cranking Events

Distance
Travelled

Fuel Economy

86

2619
(avg. 30 starts/day)

44167 miles

5.7 MPG

Min. Ambient
Temperature
-21.8°C
(12/10/2013)

Max. Ambient
Temperature
+39.8°C
(9/30/2013)

This truck was mostly used for line-haul operation, with some pick-up and delivery operation and
drove through a wide variety of weather and climate conditions. For instance, the maximum recorded
ambient temperature during truck operation was 39.8°C on September 30th, 2013 in California and the
minimum recorded ambient temperature during truck operation was -21.8°C on December 10th, 2013
in Utah.
Battery performance:
Table 16 below summarizes the battery performance data for the truck equipped with Lithium-Ion
6T batteries from Supplier C and operating in California.
Table 16: Summary of battery performance data for Supplier C truck in California
Avg. Battery
SOC
Battery 1
Battery 2
Battery 3

98%
min 39%
max 100%
98%
min 40%
max 100%
98%
min 40%
max 100%

Avg. Delta
SOC

Min. / Max.
Cell Voltage

Avg.
Battery
Voltage

Min. Cell
Temperature

Max. Cell
Temperature

+9% / -6%

3.61V / 4.15V

14.11V

0°C
(12/9/2013)

+53°C
(11/8/2013)

+8% / -5%

3.61V / 4.15V

14.09V

1°C
(12/9/2013)

+54°C
(11/12/2013)

+8% / -5%

3.61V / 4.15V

14.10V

0°C
(12/9/2013)

+53°C
(10/2/2013)

The average state of charge of the three batteries was 98%, showing that the batteries are charged
anytime possible. Supplier C batteries experienced small variations of state of charge as shown in Figure
27.
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Figure 27: State of Charge on October 2, 2013 for Supplier C truck in California

The batteries showed a substantial decrease in state of charge while the vehicle was not in use. For
instance, Figure 28 below shows that the state of charge dropped by about 60% while the vehicle was
not in use for a period of 5 days from Friday January 24th to Thursday January 30th, 2014.

Figure 28: State of Charge on January 24th and 30th, 2014 for Supplier C truck in California

The battery management system has a proprietary sleep mode management scheme that operates
without user intervention to reduce current consumed by the electronics when the battery is not being
charged and is not providing current to a load. Cell relaxation can take up to a couple of days for the
batteries to be allowed to enter sleep mode. In the meantime, energy is consumed which decreases the
battery state of charge.
Supplier C batteries operated from low to high temperatures (from 0°C to 54°C) as shown in
Figure 29. The batteries were equipped with cell heaters that are engaged automatically depending upon
cell temperature. The cells are heated to an optimum temperature to prolong cell life. Although,
ambient temperatures reached -21.8°C on December 10th, 2013, the cell heaters maintained cell
temperatures above 0°C.

Figure 29: Battery and ambient temperatures on February 3, 2014 for Supplier C truck in California
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4.2.2 Cold / Mountainous Region
4.2.2.1 Supplier A
Battery & data logger installation:

November 20, 2013

Data collection issues:

 Limited battery cell level parameters were available for
recording.
 Battery total current parameter could not be collected
due to communication issues between the battery
management system and the ISAAC data logger.
 The GPS sensor stopped working during the performance
evaluation.
 Battery #1 stopped communicating with the ISAAC data
logger during the performance evaluation.

Vehicle issues:

 On cold days drivers were having difficulty cranking the

vehicle in the yard. The maintenance manager explained
to the drivers that in these situations the vehicle should
be put in the key on position for thirty seconds to a few
minutes before attempting to fully crank, in order for the
battery heaters to sufficiently warm up the packs. The
drivers began implementing this technique and the vehicle
started normally.
 The vehicle was forced out of service on January 6, 2014
due to a faulty EGR valve. While trying to restart the
truck, the mechanic discharged the batteries down to a
point that was unsafe for recharge. While none of the
batteries showed any visible signs of damage or electrical
issue, the cells were compromised and the batteries no
longer operable. The performance evaluation had to be
stopped and the batteries removed.
Battery & data logger removal:

January 15, 2014

Vehicle operation:
Table 17 below summarizes the vehicle operation data for the truck equipped with Lithium-Ion 6T
batteries from Supplier A and operating in Colorado.
Table 17: Summary of vehicle operation data for Supplier A truck in Colorado
Recorded
Days

Cranking Events

Distance
Travelled

Fuel Economy

22

359
(avg. 16 starts/day)

8643 miles

6.4 MPG

Min. Ambient
Temperature
-26.0°C
(12/12/2013)

Max. Ambient
Temperature
+16.0°C
(12/3/2013)

This truck was used for both pick-up and delivery operation and line-haul operation and drove in
cold climate conditions. For instance, the minimum recorded ambient temperature during truck
operation was -26.0°C on December 12th, 2013 in Colorado.
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Battery performance:
Table 18 below summarizes the battery performance data for the truck equipped with Lithium-Ion
6T batteries from Supplier A and operating in Colorado. Please note that no data was available from
Battery 1 starting on December 16th 2013.
Table 18: Summary of battery performance data for Supplier A truck in Colorado
Avg. Battery
SOC
Battery 1
Battery 2
Battery 3

81%
min 59%
max 88%
81%
min 56%
max 88%
82%
min 55%
max 88%

Avg. Delta
SOC

Min. / Max.
Cell Voltage

Avg.
Battery
Voltage

Min. Cell
Temperature

Max. Cell
Temperature

+71% / -65%

3.02V / 3.57V

13.90V

-13°C
(12/4/2013)

+16°C
(multiple days)

+75% / -68%

3.01V / 3.70V

13.87V

-12°C
(multiple days)

+18°C
(12/31/2013)

+81% / -74%

2.98V / 3.59V

13.89V

-18°C
(12/5/2013)

+19°C
(multiple days)

The average state of charge of the three Lithium-Ion 6T batteries was 81%. Identical to the
California vehicle, the interaction between the truck alternator and Supplier A batteries impeded full
battery recharge to an optimal state of charge level.
Supplier A batteries experienced large variations of state of charge as shown in Figure 30. The
decrease in state of charge was particularly noticeable when the vehicle was not in use, indicating that
the BMS continuously consumes energy.

Figure 30: State of Charge on December 6, 2013 for Supplier A truck in Colorado
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Supplier A batteries operated at low to moderate temperatures (from -18°C to 19°C). The
batteries were equipped with cell heaters that allowed optimum functionality of Lithium-Ion batteries.
The cell heaters were used when cell temperature went below 5°C. Figure 31 below shows the cell
heaters warming up the cells in about 10 minutes from below 0°C to about 10°C where the cells can be
safely recharged and the batteries operated in optimal conditions.

Figure 31: Ambient & battery temperatures on December 5, 2013 for Supplier A truck in CO
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4.2.2.2 Supplier B
Battery & data logger installation:

November 18, 2013

Data collection issues:

 The battery management system provided battery pack
current with a wrong offset.

Vehicle issues:

No reported issues.

Battery & data logger removal:

April 9, 2014

Vehicle operation:
Table 19 below summarizes the vehicle operation data for the truck equipped with Lithium-Ion 6T
batteries from Supplier B and operating in Colorado.
Table 19: Summary of vehicle operation data for Supplier B truck in Colorado
Recorded
Days

Cranking Events

Distance
Travelled

Fuel Economy

74

1993
(avg. 27 starts/day)

9914 miles

7.5 MPG

Min. Ambient
Temperature
-26.8°C
(2/5/2014)

Max. Ambient
Temperature
+28.5°C
(11/27/2013)

This truck was used for pick-up and delivery operation and drove in cold climate conditions. For
instance, the minimum recorded ambient temperature during truck operation was -26.8°C on February
5th, 2014.
Battery performance:
Table 20 below summarizes the battery performance data for the truck equipped with Lithium-Ion
6T batteries from Supplier B and operating in Colorado.
Table 20: Summary of battery performance data for Supplier B truck in Colorado
Avg. Battery
SOC3
Battery 1
Battery 2
Battery 3

51%
min 39%
max 72%
51%
min 39%
max 70%
51%
min 39%
max 86%

Avg. Delta
SOC

Min. / Max.
Cell Voltage

Avg.
Battery
Voltage

Min. Cell
Temperature

Max. Cell
Temperature

+15% / -13%

3.25V / 3.54V

13.91V

-14°C
(multiple days)

+28°C
(3/26/2014)

+15% / -14%

3.24V / 3.54V

13.92V

-14°C
(6/12/2013)

+27°C
(3/26/2014)

+15% / -13%

3.35V / 3.54V

13.92V

-14°C
(multiple days)

+28°C
(3/26/2014)

The average state of charge of the three batteries was 51%. It is important to note that due to a
battery management system software issue, the battery state of charge was reset to 50% when the
batteries went into sleep mode (no CAN traffic or no current draw). Thus, the 51% average state of
charge value is a “virtual” state of charge that is not representative of the actual battery state of charge.
For this testing, Supplier B determined that the batteries would always stay close to 100% state of
charge.
3

The average state of charge value is a “virtual” state of charge that may not be representative of the actual battery state of charge.
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The batteries experienced small variations of state of charge as shown in Figure 32. In addition, the
batteries showed a small decrease in state of charge while the vehicle was not in use (over the weekend
for instance).

Figure 32: State of Charge on December 23, 2013 for Supplier B truck in Colorado

Supplier B batteries operated at cold temperatures (from -14°C to +28°C). Please note that the
batteries were equipped with internal heaters that were purposely disabled. As a result, the batteries
reached low temperatures down to -14°C on December 5th and 6th, 2013 (Figure 33).

Figure 33: Battery and ambient temperatures on December 6, 2013 for Supplier B truck in CO
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4.2.2.3 Supplier C
Battery & data logger installation:

February 5, 2014

Data collection issues:

No reported issues.

Vehicle issues:

 A power connection issue caused some minor trailer
electrical power problems.

Battery & data logger removal:

April 9, 2014

Vehicle operation:
Table 21 below summarizes the vehicle operation data for the truck equipped with Lithium-Ion 6T
batteries from Supplier C and operating in Colorado.
Table 21: Summary of vehicle operation data for Supplier C truck in Colorado
Recorded
Days

Cranking Events

Distance
Travelled

Fuel Economy

39

973
(avg. 25 starts/day)

4615 miles

6.3 MPG

Min. Ambient
Temperature
-13.5°C
(2/26/2014)

Max. Ambient
Temperature
+25.7°C
(3/13/2014)

This truck was used for both pick-up and delivery operation and line-haul operation and drove in
cold climate conditions. For instance, the minimum recorded ambient temperature during truck
operation was –13.5°C on February 26th, 2014 in Colorado.
Battery performance:
Table 22 below summarizes the battery performance data for the truck equipped with Lithium-Ion
6T batteries from Supplier B and operating in Colorado.
Table 22: Summary of battery performance data for Supplier C truck in Colorado
Avg. Battery
SOC
Battery 1
Battery 2
Battery 3

98%
min 84%
max 100%
98%
min 84%
max 100%
98%
min 84%
max 100%

Avg. Delta
SOC

Min. / Max.
Cell Voltage

Avg.
Battery
Voltage

Min. Cell
Temperature

Max. Cell
Temperature

+7% / -3%

3.95V / 4.15V

13.98V

-9°C
(2/26/2014)

+39°C
(3/20/2014)

+7% / -3%

3.95V / 4.15V

13.97V

-8°C
(2/26/2014)

+48°C
(3/20/2014)

+6% / -3%

3.95V / 4.15V

13.99V

-8°C
(2/26/2014)

+48°C
(3/13/2014)

The average state of charge of the 3 batteries was 98%, showing that the batteries are charged
anytime possible. Supplier C batteries experienced small variations of state of charge. The batteries
showed a moderate decrease in state of charge while the vehicle was not in use.
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Supplier C batteries operated from low to high temperatures (from -9°C to 48°C). The batteries
were equipped with cell heaters that are engaged automatically depending upon cell temperature. Figure
34 shows cell temperatures in each battery as well as the ambient temperature.

Figure 34: Ambient and battery temperatures on February 18, 2014 for Supplier C truck in CO

We can see that maximum cell temperature for battery 1 is 43°C while maximum cell temperature
for battery 2 and 3 is 27°C. This indicates that battery 1 was probably used more than battery 2 & 3,
which was expected since the batteries were wired in parallel.
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4.2.3 Engine Cranking Analysis
In addition to the data collection carried out during the operation of the six trucks, we recorded the
same parameters described in section 4.1 at a recording frequency of 10 Hz during three successive
engine cranking tests. Unfortunately, only one battery supplier provided data useful to analyze engine
cranking.

4.2.2.1 Supplier A
Since battery total current parameter could not be collected due to communication issues between
the battery management system and the ISAAC Instruments data logger, the engine cranking analysis
was not possible for the California and Colorado trucks equipped with Supplier A batteries.

4.2.2.2 Supplier B
Because of battery management system issues, battery pack current parameter was not reliable. As a
result, the engine cranking analysis was not possible for the California and Colorado trucks equipped
with Supplier B batteries.

4.2.2.3 Supplier C
Supplier C batteries provided all the necessary battery information to conduct engine cranking
analysis on the California and Colorado trucks.
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Figure 35 below shows three engine cranking tests carried out on the truck equipped with batteries
from Supplier C and operating in California.

Figure 35: Cranking test for Supplier C truck in California
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Table 23: Summary of cranking events for Supplier C truck in California
Crank Event 1:
Peak Current (A)

Crank Event 2:
Peak Current (A)

Crank Event 3:
Peak Current (A)

Battery 1

551A

550A

487A

Battery 2

265A

546A

303A

Battery 3

243A

472A

481A

Total

1059A

1568A

1271A

Figure 35 shows three engine cranking events done in ambient temperature of about 12°C.
Maximum cranking current ranged from -1059 to -1568 A. Battery 1 provided more cranking current
than batteries 2 and 3, which was expected since battery 1 was directly connected to the starter cables
whereas the other two came off battery 1 in parallel. Table 23 shows the peak current demanded from
each battery during the crank event; in all three of these cranking events the peak current demanded of
each battery occurred at the same time, summing to the totals replicated at the bottom of Figure 35.
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below shows three engine cranking tests carried out on the truck equipped with batteries from
Supplier C and operating in Colorado.

Figure 36: Cranking test for Supplier C truck in Colorado
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Table 24: Summary of cranking events for Supplier C truck in Colorado
Crank Event 1:
Peak Current (A)

Crank Event 2:
Peak Current (A)

Crank Event 3:
Peak Current (A)

Battery 1

551A

376A

703A

Battery 2

224A

231A

632A

Battery 3

200A

186A

193A

Total

770A

793A

1342A

shows three engine cranking events done in ambient temperature of about 14°C. Maximum cranking
current ranged from -770 to -1342 A. Similar to the California truck, battery 1 provided more cranking
current than batteries 2 and 3, which was expected since battery 1 was directly connected to the starter
cables whereas the other two came off battery 1 in parallel. Table 24 shows the peak current demanded
from each battery during the crank event; in only one of these cranking events the peak current
demanded of each battery occurred at the same time, summing to the totals replicated at the bottom of
Figure 36. In the other two cranking events the individual battery peak current demands were not
synced, therefore the maximum total crank is less than the sum of each peak current demand.
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Conclusions

Lithium-Ion 6T batteries from each supplier were successfully integrated on six commercial Class 8
day cab truck tractors in California and Colorado. The performance evaluation provided valuable
information to validate that Lithium-Ion 6T batteries can be used as substitutes for conventional LeadAcid starter batteries and generated preliminary performance statistics of the batteries provided by
three battery suppliers. Below are the findings from the performance evaluation:






The truck application selected for this project was characterized by an average daily number of
starts between 15 and 30, which was not very demanding in energy and required battery power
that the Lithium-Ion 6T batteries were easily able to meet.
Batteries from each supplier worked well as engine starter batteries for commercial Class 8 day
cab truck tractors.
The Lithium-Ion 6T batteries operated without any major issues in ambient temperature ranging
from -26.8°C and +45.6°C. However, batteries from one supplier required a warm-up period
on very cold days (this was known and expected prior to the data collection activity).
Two suppliers had minor issues broadcasting some parameters for data logging.
Data collection was stopped early on two trucks due to mechanical issues identified as the
initiating cause of faults:
o One supplier had battery management issues that prevented the batteries from resetting
after a short circuit caused by a disconnected cable forced them into safe mode.
o After batteries were depleted to a low state of charge by repeated cranking events, one
supplier was not able to repower the batteries to bring them back to life.

A direct comparison between battery suppliers is difficult because each supplier installed the
batteries on trucks that were slightly different (in mileage, model year, etc.), and each test truck was
operated in different routes (pick-up and delivery and/or line-haul) and under different weather
conditions. In addition, the suppliers’ battery management systems did not provide the same level of
battery information. However, we observed several differences and similar characteristics between each
supplier:







SOC variations among battery suppliers were the most significant difference. While SOC
variations were small for Supplier C, they were moderate for Supplier B and high for Supplier A.
Cell temperatures were largely different among the three battery suppliers. Note that all battery
suppliers installed internal cell heaters but the heating system was deactivated for the batteries
provided by Supplier B.
Batteries from each supplier showed a decrease in SOC when the vehicle was not in use (over
the weekend for instance). While data logging may have prevented batteries from shutting
down, the decrease in SOC was expected as the battery electronics may consume energy even
when the batteries are in sleep mode.
Some difference in performance was observed between each of the three battery packs installed
on a truck, which was expected since the batteries were wired in parallel.
One battery supplier tested their batteries after removing them from the test vehicle (See
Appendix B for more details). Voltage and capacity testing after the field service indicate the
batteries could be expected to last at least 4-5 years in the warm temperature climate where
they were used. Results showed that colder temperatures negatively impact battery life due to
cell heater power consumption (see Section 4.2.2.1 for more information about battery cell
heating).
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Chapter 5: Potential Applications of Lithium-Ion 6T
Batteries in Commercial Trucks
This project demonstrated that Lithium-Ion NATO 6T batteries have the capability of starting a
Class 8 truck tractor, however for faster and more widespread commercialization it is important to
identify other vehicle applications for which Lithium-Ion 6T batteries can be used. To assess this, we
conducted interviews with four major fleets that use Class 8 day cabs, sleeper cabs and utility/work
trucks to obtain information about battery usage and vehicle operation. The objective of this section is
to provide a summary of commercial battery usage in different vehicle applications and recommend
vehicle implementation platforms and applications for further study with Lithium-Ion 6T batteries.

5.1

Class 8 Day Cab Truck Tractors

Class 8 day cab truck tractors (Figure 37) are generally used for regional delivery in the following
sectors: drayage, less-than-truckload, food processing and distribution, beverage processing and
distribution and wholesale/retail. Regional delivery operation involves truck tractors usually based at one
specific location and returning to the same location at the end of the work shift. Trucks operate in a mix
of urban and over-the-road operations, using highways to access several delivery/pick-up points in urban
areas. Given the steady drive for greater efficiency in the trucking sector, and rising competition with
rail for longer truck routes, this segment is an increasingly important one for heavy-duty truck tractor
use.

Figure 37: Class 8 day cab truck tractor

Battery usage and upkeep vary based on the duty cycle of the vehicle - regional delivery includes
more stops than line-haul. Along with starter and any additional cab accessory loads (hotel loads) there
are also hydraulic lift-gates used on many trailers which can be trickle-charged via the starter batteries.
These lift-gates are used whenever a trailer loads or unloads at a facility without a ‘dry-dock’. Other
battery functions on these vehicles include auxiliary accessories, such as battery air conditioning systems
that run off a dedicated power source4.

4

For more information please see: http://www.epa.gov/smartway/forpartners/technology.htm and http://us.bergstrominc.com/nite-day-cab/
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Table 25 below highlights these functionalities in Class 8 day cab truck tractors as well as their
benefits and drawbacks.
Table 25: Potential applications of Lithium-Ion 6T batteries in Class 8 day cab truck tractors
Functionality

Benefits

Engine starter

-Longer lifetime
-Increased reliability

Drawbacks

Hotel loads

-Reduced fuel consumption

Auxiliary accessories

-Reduced fuel consumption

-Higher cost
- Integration requires modifications due to 6T
form factor
-Higher cost
- Integration requires modifications due to 6T
form factor
-Uncertain return on investment
-Higher cost
-Uncertain return on investment

While Lithium-Ion 6T batteries can be used as starter batteries for Class 8 day cab truck tractors,
much higher cost than conventional Lead-Acid and the possible need to adjust the battery box to the
NATO 6T format do not make starter batteries an ideal application for Lithium-Ion 6T batteries.
Auxiliary vehicle accessories (such as battery air conditioning) directly powered from a Lithium-Ion
6T battery system could be an interesting application for this technology. The return on investment
would greatly depend on the accessories usage and vehicle operation.
Table 26 summarizes the characteristics of the market for Class 8 day cab truck tractors in North
America.
Table 26: Characteristics of Class 8 day cab truck tractors market in North America
Day Cab

Average starts per day

Engine starter
Hotel loads
Lift-gate operation
15 - 30

Average miles per day

50 - 500

Battery replacement interval

2 - 4 years

Vehicle useful life

7 - 8 years

Batteries per vehicle

Estimated Fleet Market Size6

3-4
UPS Inc.
FedEx Corp.
PepsiCo Inc.
400,000 – 800,000 trucks

Estimated Battery Market Size

1.2 – 3.2 M batteries

Battery functions

Top 3 North American Class 8
day cab tractor fleets5

5
6

Transport Topics, Top 100 For-Hire Carriers 2011 & Top 100 Private Carriers 2011, 2011.
ACT Research, Energy Use and Policy in the U.S. Trucking Sector, State of the Trucking Industry, 2012.
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Class 8 Sleeper Cab Truck Tractors

Class 8 sleeper cab truck tractors (Figure 38) include driver quarters that allow the same driver to
use the vehicle multiple days in a row without returning to a distribution facility or seeking other lodging
while on the road. To accomplish this there are a variety of accessories (or hotel loads) that add
significant electrical load to the starter batteries, including: a federally-mandated sleep apnea device
which uses a dedicated inverter, televisions, laptops, personal electronics chargers, refrigerators and
many more. A Midwest-based fleet that was interviewed for this project reported purchasing vehicles
with a low-voltage disconnect which shuts off accessories whenever the battery voltage is detected
below 12.1 volts; however this is overridden when lights or other safety measures are left on.

Figure 38: Class 8 sleeper cab truck tractor (Photo courtesy Freightliner Trucks)

The interviewed fleet operates two different types of line-haul service, one which uses vehicles on
roughly the same routes every day and one in which vehicles leave and return to the same facility over a
few days. The former are responsible for fewer miles while the latter can include multiple overnight uses
of the sleeper cab functionality to make longer deliveries.
In addition to starting applications, the battery system in these vehicles can initially be used to run
the hotel loads instead of idling the truck engine, but will require either an electrical plug or an Auxiliary
Power Unit (diesel or battery) to remain charged overnight. The main issue with battery-powered APUs
is the significant weight addition to the cab itself, decreasing overall vehicle efficiency. There are also
hydraulic lift-gates used on many trailers which can be trickle-charged via the starter batteries. These
lift-gates are used whenever a trailer loads or unloads at a facility without a dry-dock, which is relatively
rare for Class 8 sleeper cabs.
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Table 27 below highlights potential functions of the Lithium-Ion 6T battery in Class 8 sleeper cab
tractors as well as their benefits and drawbacks.
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Table 27: Potential applications of Lithium-Ion 6T batteries in Class 8 sleeper cab truck tractors
Functionality

Benefits

Engine starter

-Longer lifetime
-Increased reliability

Drawbacks

Hotel loads

-Reduced fuel consumption

Auxiliary accessories

-Reduced fuel consumption

-Higher cost
- Integration modifications due to 6T form
factor
-Higher cost
- Integration modifications due to 6T form
factor
-Uncertain return on investment
-Higher cost
-Uncertain return on investment

Similar to Class 8 day cab truck tractors, Lithium-Ion 6T batteries could be used as starter batteries
for Class 8 sleeper cab truck tractors. But much higher cost than conventional Lead-Acid and the need
to adjust the battery box to the NATO 6T format would not make starter batteries an ideal application
for Lithium-Ion 6T batteries.
However, the high usage of vehicle accessories on Class 8 sleeper cab truck tractors could make
Lithium-Ion 6T technology implementation an interesting area for further testing. Vehicle accessories
directly powered from an auxiliary Lithium-Ion 6T battery system could be an interesting application for
this technology. However the return on investment would greatly depend on the accessories usage and
vehicle operation.
Table 28 summarizes the characteristics of the market for Class 8 sleeper cab truck tractors in
North America.
Table 28: Characteristics of Class 8 sleeper cab truck tractors market in North America
Sleeper Cab

Average starts per day

Engine starter
Hotel loads
Lift-gate operation
< 10

Average miles per day

400 – 1000

Battery replacement interval

1 – 2 years

Vehicle useful life

2 – 4 years

Batteries per vehicle

Estimated Fleet Market Size8

4
J.B. Hunt Transport Services
Schneider National Inc.
Swift Transportation
600,000 – 1,000,000

Estimated Battery Market Size

2.4 – 4 M batteries

Battery functions

Top 3 North American Class 8
sleeper cab tractor fleets7

7
8

Transport Topics, Top 100 For-Hire Carriers 2011 & Top 100 Private Carriers 2011, 2011.
ACT Research, Energy Use and Policy in the U.S. Trucking Sector, State of the Trucking Industry, 2012.
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Work / Utility Trucks

Work or utility trucks (Figure 39) have vastly different operations from the two vehicle types
described previously, and are responsible for a variety of job site tasks. Two utility fleets were
interviewed and detailed the work that Class 6 through 8 straight trucks do for their organizations. The
smaller vehicles (Class 6) are the first-responders to emergency jobs and are usually on-site for less
time. These vehicles as well as Class 7-8 aerial units and derricks that are in service for outage repairs
or maintenance work will often travel to multiple job sites per day. This is a distinct difference from an
assignment of the very same vehicles to construction job sites, where they may assist with transformer
replacements, pole setting and other heavy-work while remaining in the same location all day before
returning to a domiciling facility.

Figure 39: Work / Utility truck with Power Take Off aerial boom

Beyond engine starting applications, the increased electrical loads on these work / utility trucks from
normal and job-specific accessories (such as cabin air conditioning, flashing lights, radio and power for
tools) places a heavier toll on the battery system than other straight trucks. Some fleets add an extra
battery beyond the vehicle specification just for these accessory loads.
Hybrid work / utility trucks use energy stored in advanced-technology battery packs (such as
Lithium-Ion) to power an electrical Power Take Off allowing the use of the aerial boom with the engine
turned off. Batteries are then recharged by the engine as needed.
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Table 29 below highlights potential functions of the Lithium-Ion 6T battery in work / utility trucks as
well as their benefits and drawbacks.
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Table 29: Potential application of Lithium-Ion 6T batteries in work / utility trucks
Functionality

Benefits

Engine starter

-Longer lifetime
-Increased reliability

Drawbacks

Hotel loads

-Reduced fuel consumption
-Improved comfort

Auxiliary accessories

-Reduced fuel consumption

Electric Power Take-Off
(ePTO)

-Reduced fuel consumption
-Quieter operation

-Higher cost
-Integration modifications due to 6T form
factor
-Higher cost
-Integration modifications due to 6T form
factor
-Uncertain return on investment
-Higher cost
-Uncertain return on investment
-Higher cost
-Complex integration
-Uncertain return on investment

While Lithium-Ion 6T batteries can be used as starter batteries for work / utility trucks, higher cost
than conventional Lead-Acid and the need to adjust the battery box to the NATO 6T format do not
make starter batteries an ideal application for Lithium-Ion 6T batteries.
Lithium-Ion 6T batteries could be used to power hotel loads although once again the NATO 6T
format may be an issue. However, the significant accessory power draw these vehicles make them a
worthwhile area for further study of Lithium-Ion 6T implementation. Auxiliary vehicle accessories (such
as battery air conditioning) directly powered from a Lithium-Ion 6T battery system could be an
interesting application for this technology. The return on investment would greatly depend on the
accessories usage and vehicle operation.
Lithium-Ion 6T batteries could be used to power the ePTO. This functionality would have to be
kept separate from the starter system. Ideally, the 6T technology would drop-in to replace the current
Lithium-Ion packs and allow the vehicle to operate the aerial boom with the engine off, thus saving fuel
and reducing noise during working hours.
Table 30 summarizes the characteristics of the market for work / utility trucks in North America.
Table 30: Characteristics of work / utility truck market in North America
Work / Utility Trucks
Engine starter
ePTO, Job site accessories
Hotel loads
Variable

Battery functions
Average starts per day
Average miles per day

50 – 100

Battery replacement interval

1 – 5 years

Vehicle useful life

8 – 11 years

Batteries per vehicle

Estimated Fleet Market Size

2–3
AT&T
Verizon Communications
CenturyLink
200,000 – 300,000

Estimated Battery Market Size

400,000 – 900,000

Top 3 North American
work / utility truck fleets9

9

FleetOwner, The Fleet Owner 500 America’s Top Private Fleets, February 2012.
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Idle Reduction

Commercial trucks idle to heat and cool cab and/or sleeper, keep the engine and cab warm while
waiting in queues and making pick-ups and deliveries, keep the fuel warm in the winter and avoid coldstarting.10 Truck idling consumes between 0.3 and 1.6 gallons of fuel per hour depending on the engine
and vehicle accessories usage. Several alternatives exist to reduce engine idling. Table 31 below explores
a few solutions that could use Lithium-Ion 6T batteries.
Table 31: Potential application of Lithium-Ion 6T batteries for idle reduction
Functionality

Benefits

Drawbacks

Hotel loads

-Reduced fuel consumption
-Improved comfort

Auxiliary accessories

-Reduced fuel consumption

Engine Start / Stop

-Reduced fuel consumption
-Quieter operation

-Higher cost
-Integration modifications due to 6T form
factor
-Uncertain return on investment
-Higher cost
-Uncertain return on investment
-Higher cost
-Complex integration
-Uncertain return on investment

Using Lithium-Ion 6T batteries to power hotel loads or auxiliary accessories has been covered
widely in sections 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 for Class 8 day cab and sleeper cab truck tractors as well as work /
utility trucks. Other truck applications could also use Lithium-Ion 6T batteries to power hotel loads or
auxiliary accessories.
Engine Start / Stop involves shutting off the engine when idling, saving fuel and reducing emissions.
Implementation of this technology generally requires the electrification of vehicle accessories which
need to remain powered on, adding complexity to engine Start / Stop feasibility. This technology is
commercially available in several light-duty vehicle models in Europe and in the U.S. For medium and
heavy duty vehicles, solutions are commercially available today that do not require electrification of
accessories. For instance, ZeroRPM commercializes idle mitigation systems that can automatically stop
the engine and provide power, heating and cooling to the vehicle.11
Lithium-Ion 6T batteries could be used to power vehicle accessories or idle mitigation systems
enabling engine Start / Stop. As in previous examples, the return on investment would greatly depend on
the accessories usage and vehicle operation.

5.5

Hydraulic-Electric Lift-Gate

Many commercial vehicles include power for hydraulic-electric lift-gates, which allow cargo to be
raised or lowered when a ‘dry-dock’ is unavailable. Oftentimes there are separate lift-gate batteries
located on a trailer directly powering the lift-gate motor. These batteries are then trickle-charged by the
starter batteries located on the tractor. The drive-cycle of routes with extensive lift-gate usage do not
allow for sufficient charging of the lift-gate batteries because most stops are very close together. As a
result, the lift-gate batteries are discharged quickly and have to be replaced frequently.

10
11

U.S. DOE. Idling Pushes Profits out the Tailpipe. http://www.afdc.energy.gov/uploads/publication/hdv_idling_fs_2013.pdf.
For more information see http://www.zerorpm.com/product-overview
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Figure 40: Lift-gate and starter battery interaction diagram.

On some smaller vehicles, such as Class 7 Box trucks, the starter batteries directly power the liftgate motor. This streamlined application would be ideal for 6T batteries because the smaller vehicle has
a lower cranking requirement and would therefore need fewer batteries for starting but provides a
deeper-cycling energy application via the lift-gate.

5.6

Conclusion

Lithium-Ion 6T batteries could be used in a wide variety of commercial truck applications. The ideal
implementation platform would need to meet one or more of the following requirements:
 The market size is significant enough,
 Trucks consume significant quantity of fuel for vehicle accessories usage and/or idle for long
periods of time,
 Customers are willing to pay a premium for battery reliability.
We looked at four specific truck applications for Lithium-Ion 6T batteries that could meet these
requirements: a) engine starter, b) hotel loads – idle reduction, c) ePTO – engine start / stop, and d)
hydraulic – electric lift gates.
Engine Starter
Although Lithium-Ion 6T batteries show potential for longer life and increased reliability compared
to conventional Lead-Acid batteries, engine starter operation for Class 8 day cab and sleeper cab truck
tractors were not considered ideal applications for this technology. The current price of Lithium-Ion
batteries compared to Lead-Acid, coupled with the difficult integration of the NATO 6T format into
existing commercial vehicles are the two major barriers for Lithium-Ion 6T batteries. However, certain
customers may be willing to purchase more expensive starter batteries for their improved reliability.
The engine starter application remains a very large market as every commercial truck uses starter
batteries. To guarantee a better access to this market, the technology used in Lithium-Ion 6T batteries
could be repackaged into Group 31 batteries. These Lithium-Ion Group 31 batteries could easily replace
current Lead-Acid Group 31 batteries, without the integration issues experienced in this project. While
not directly using Lithium-Ion 6T batteries, this commercialization pathway, by using the same
technology, could ultimately lower prices for Lithium-Ion 6T batteries.
Hotel loads - Idle Reduction
Using Lithium-Ion 6T batteries to power vehicle loads or hotel loads, whether by replacing
conventional Lead-Acid batteries or being integrated in power devices for auxiliary accessories (such as
battery air conditioning), could show a good potential for fuel use and emissions reduction and quieter
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operation. An immediate application could be to replace current Lead-Acid starter batteries with
Lithium-Ion 6T batteries on a Class 8 day cab truck tractor with high vehicle accessory usage or on a
Class 8 sleeper cab truck tractor. The Lithium-Ion 6T batteries would be used to power vehicle loads in
addition to starting the engine. As for engine starter batteries, the technology used in Lithium-Ion 6T
batteries could be repackaged into Group 31 batteries to facilitate battery integration.
ePTO - Engine Start / Stop
Integrating Lithium-Ion 6T batteries within ePTO systems for work / utility trucks or engine start /
stop systems for various commercial vehicles could also show a good potential for fuel use and
emissions reduction and quieter operation. However, ePTO and engine Start / Stop systems are still
relatively new to the work / utility truck market and the integration of Lithium-Ion 6T batteries may be
complex for immediate application.
Hydraulic-Electric Lift-Gate
This dual-purpose application could be very interesting due to the deep-cycling, consistent energy
draw of the lift-gate and demanding drive-cycle of the Class 7 box truck. Direct replacement with
Lithium-Ion 6T batteries could be feasible in a smaller battery compartment on Class 7 vehicles because
of the decreased starter requirement in the downsized engine.
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Chapter 6: Summary and Recommendations for Future
Work
This project demonstrated for the first time the use of Lithium-Ion 6T batteries in commercial
trucks. Lithium-Ion NATO 6T batteries were installed on Class 8 day cab truck tractors operating in a
hot and mountainous region in California and a cold and mountainous region in Colorado. Three
different battery suppliers were tasked with providing batteries and assisting with battery integration.
Data logging equipment was installed on each vehicle to collect battery parameters and vehicle data.
Each vehicle was intended to be instrumented for a period of 6 months.
The goals of this project were to apply recent advances in Lithium-Ion based battery materials to
develop 6T form-factor military-vehicle batteries with significantly improved power and energy densities
while establishing a more stable battery supplier base. This project was successful in achieving the
following tasks:


Demonstrating that Lithium-Ion 6T battery can physically fit inside the battery compartment of a Class 8
commercial truck.
We found that the NATO 6T format is not easily integrated into existing commercial trucks. As a
result, a limited number of vehicles can accommodate this format as a replacement for Lead-Acid Group
31 batteries.


Demonstrating that Lithium-Ion 6T battery can start a Class 8 commercial truck in a wide range of
environmental and operating conditions.
We demonstrated that batteries from each supplier worked well as engine starter batteries for
commercial Class 8 day cab truck tractors. The Lithium-Ion 6T batteries successfully started the test
trucks 8,699 times, an average of 26 times per day in operation. In addition, the Lithium-Ion 6T batteries
operated without any major issues in ambient temperatures ranging from -26.8°C and +45.6°C.
 Collecting real-world vehicle and battery data.
A total of 328 days of real-world vehicle and battery data, representing 2,195 hours of engine
operation was collected from six Class 8 day cab truck tractors. The test trucks covered more than
88,400 miles over Arizona, California, Colorado, Kansas, Nevada, New Mexico and Utah.


Understanding the commercial vehicle battery market and identifying ideal Lithium-Ion 6T battery
implementations as well as barriers to their commercialization.
We found that commercial fleets are interested in batteries that are more reliable and last longer
than current Lead-Acid Group 31 batteries. While Lithium-Ion 6T batteries work well as engine starter
batteries for commercial Class 8 day cab truck tractors, we determined that, unless customers are
willing to pay a premium for battery reliability, engine starter batteries may not be the best application
because of high costs, difficult integration and limited return on investment.
Commercialization pathways that target trucks that use a lot of fuel for vehicle accessory usage
and/or idle for long periods of time should be explored in an immediate follow-up to this project. In
particular, current Lead-Acid starter batteries could be replaced with Lithium-Ion 6T batteries on a
Class 8 day cab truck tractor with high vehicle accessory usage or on a Class 8 sleeper cab truck
tractor. The Lithium-Ion 6T batteries would be used to power vehicle loads in addition to starting the
engine.
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Lastly, commercialization pathways that repackage Lithium-Ion 6T battery technology into Group 31
should be explored in order to enable easier access to the large commercial truck engine starter battery
market. In addition, Lithium-Ion 6T battery suppliers should determine if the successful introduction of
Lithium-Ion Group 31 batteries to the commercial vehicle market can provide cost reduction to
Lithium-Ion 6T batteries for the military market.
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Appendix B: EaglePicher Development of 12/24V, 6T
Lithium-Ion Batteries
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